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MEETING MINUTES - DRAFT 1 

MEETING OF SVCA FINANCE COMMITTEE 2 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2ND, 2015 3 

MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM 4 
 5 
I. CALL TO ORDER  6 

Meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m. 7 
II. ROLL CALL 8 

Finance Committee Members:  James Rorabaugh, Jack Levine, Mike Ashby, Tony Louzao, Rick               9 
Gray, and Pug Edmonds.  Director Houlton had an excused absence.  The new Finance 10 
Committee introduced themselves. 11 

Staff:  Mitch Waterman, Managing Director; Sarah Pratt, Administrative Specialist. 12 
III. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 13 

a. The Managing Director requested the addition of a discussion point regarding the 14 
interaction of Finance Committee with LRPC and their expectations for CRRRF.  This item 15 
was added under “New Business” as item B.  16 

b. The Managing Director requested the addition of a discussion point regarding the 17 
refurbishing of the tall shed.  The item was added under “New Business” as item C. 18 

c. The agenda was adopted as amended by acclamation. 19 
IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 20 

a. November 11th, 2015 21 

MOTION:  Jack Levine moved to accept the minutes as submitted.  Rick Gray seconded the 22 
motion and the minutes were approved by acclamation.   23 

V. CONTINUING BUSINESS 24 
a. Financial Statements – 10/31/15 25 

i. The Managing Director gave a brief overview of the financial statements in light of 26 
Jennifer’s absence.  He stated that he did not want to speculate on the data, 27 
requesting that any questions be directed to him via email for him to forward to 28 
Jennifer. 29 

ii. Pug brought up a concern about spreadsheet formatting, specifically on page 9.  MD 30 
directed him to ask Jennifer. 31 

iii. James sought clarification on the budget versus spending plan.  He noted concern 32 
over a number of accounts having exceeded the spending plan.  The MD explained 33 
the spending plan and budget, also explaining that the overages were expected and 34 
not a concern.  35 

iv. Rick Gray stated that the January Finance Committee meeting will give more detail 36 
on the 2016 budget and spending plan. 37 

b. Capital Reporting Update 38 

i. MD gave a capital projects update. 39 
1. Golf carts and capital lease continue at a steady state. 40 
2. Security cameras and access controls:  Management is waiting for a sign-off on 41 

the project.  Security Solutions has yet to finish the commission plan; they 42 
have been informed monthly payments will not occur until this happens.   43 

3. Culvert design work: no anticipated issues. 44 
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ii. Road construction:  These should have been closed out but were not.  The projects 45 
were underrun with considerable contingency left; funds will be returned.    46 

iii. UDR proposal for parks and trails worked out very well. 47 
c. Banking 48 

i. Combine CRRRF & MR&R 49 

1. MD reported that Sudden Valley’s attorney did not foresee any issues with 50 
combining the CRRRF and MR&R accounts.  There should be no historical 51 
impact with taxes and the like.  MR&R projects will be closed prior to the 52 
combining of the accounts. 53 

2. Discussion followed on whether items needed a number assigned from the 54 
reserve study in order to be in CRRRF. 55 

3. MD explained that combining the accounts will simplify things. 56 
4. MD asked that the Finance Committee recommend the Board allow 57 

consolidation of the two accounts, and have Jennifer Spidle and Jack Levine 58 
work out the mechanics.  The Finance Committee unanimously agreed to 59 
present this recommendation to the Board.   60 

VI. CAPITAL REQUEST 61 

a. Storm Recovery Costs until Insurance Reimbursement – UDR Transfer 62 
i. MD gave overview of damages incurred by the August 29th windstorm.  Damage to 63 

the area was extensive enough to be declared an emergency by FEMA.  Sudden 64 
Valley lost power for 20 hours, the battery system went down and subsequently, the 65 
repeater for the radio.  Management called in a tree contractor because much of the 66 
damage was beyond Sudden Valley staff’s skillset.  The contractor responded with 67 
five trucks and 12 staff members.  Many houses and cars were damaged. 68 

ii. After five days, storm costs came to $38,638.  This amount is not covered by 69 
insurance.  FEMA declined emergency coverage because Sudden Valley is an 70 
HOA. 71 

iii. MD stated that two of the damage incidents may be worth considering placing a 72 
claim against the homeowner’s insurance.  This is likely not a wise political move 73 
but the Board may need to give it some thought.  There is a need for response 74 
parameters for future events.   75 

iv. A tree that is dangerous but not classified as such is covered by insurance if it falls 76 
and causes damage.  Tree damage caused by a classified danger tree is not eligible 77 
for coverage.  78 

v. MD asked the Finance Committee to recommend the Board of Directors authorize 79 
the transfer of UDR funds to back up the Association’s Operations account.  He 80 
also asked the Committee to consider what the aforementioned response parameters 81 
should look like. 82 

MOTION:  James Rorabaugh moved to approve the Managing Director’s request and transfer the 83 
funds from UDR.  Tony Louzao seconded the motion and it passed unanimously. 84 

vi. MD noted that FEMA could have reimbursed the expenses despite HOA status if 85 
our fee structure was different.  It would be wise to look at how fees are distributed 86 
and evaluate FEMA compliance requirements in order to possibly get coverage in 87 
the future.  88 

ACTION ITEMS: MD to have staff investigate further what actions may be required to qualify 89 
for FEMA coverage.  The Finance Committee will review FEMA requirements with staff in 2016. 90 
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B.  91 
C.  92 
D. VII.   NEW BUSINESS 93 

a. Collections Agency Contract & Internal Guidelines 94 
i. MD explained the attached contract for a collections agency.  The company has 95 

been thoroughly evaluated by Sudden Valley’s legal counsel. 96 
ii. Sudden Valley’s collections staff currently works by a very successful philosophy 97 

that focuses on reconnecting and sustaining communications with members in their 98 
events of financial hardship.   99 

iii. Considering the use of a collections agency in the areas where Sudden Valley’s 100 
collections staff do not have the tools, knowledge, skillset, or technology to address, 101 
such as skiptracing, bankruptcy, or deceased members.  Skiptracing involves 102 
finding someone who has relocated without payment. There are 5 cases in which 103 
management feels it is more appropriate to use a collections agency with HOA-104 
specific knowledge.  Estimated about $275,000 to recover. 105 

iv. The company whose contract is being considered was an exceptionally good match 106 
because of their connections in Canada. 107 

v. Discussion produced the consensus to prepare a list of situations and criteria to put 108 
before the Executive Committee. 109 

vi. Pug asked how money obtained through collections is distributed.  It is split through 110 
accounts based on when it was due. 111 

vii. MD asked if the Finance Committee supported the criteria and company presented.  112 
He sought consent from the Committee to move forward on this. 113 

viii. Jack noted that he was present at the meeting with the collections agency and that 114 
they seemed proficient. 115 

ix. James inquired as to why collections funds go into the Operations account if they 116 
are no longer being treated as dues.  If it has been written off as bad debt, can the 117 
funds instead be distributed wherever needed?  118 

1. The MD suggested asking the accountant.  Jack felt that the current policy 119 
does not allow for it.  MD asked Jack to have a discussion with Jennifer 120 
addressing this question. 121 

MOTION:  Pug moved to recommend this collections agency to the Board of Directors.  Tony 122 
seconded the motion and it passed unanimously. 123 

a. Interaction Between LRPC & CRRRF 124 
i. Rick stated that the projects listing for CRRRF is supposed to be done every three 125 

years, along with the reserve study.  Sudden Valley does not have the funds to 126 
perform most of the purchases and repairs specified in the last Reserve Study, 127 
subsequently creating a significant challenge to determine which asset priorities 128 
should be addressed. 129 

ii. In 2016 SV is scheduled to collect $414,000 in funds for CRRRF.  As a result of the 130 
AGM vote our staff is now being cut back which further impacts our decisions 131 
regarding prioritizing CRRRF funding allocations.  132 

iii. At the time the 2016 CRRRF Spending Plan was developed the Finance Committee 133 
identified several items coming up that could impact spending for 2016.  These 134 
included; the Library, Adult Center, Barns 6, 7, & 8, insurance claims associated 135 
with the loss of Barn 7, the YMCA’s participation, and the AGM vote and 136 
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subsequent staffing for 2016.  Considering these issues, the plan was established 137 
with $100,000 set aside for all of the assets in that general location without 138 
specifically itemizing each item to be addressed. 139 

iv. Rick noted the importance of determining the direction the community and the 140 
Board want Sudden Valley to take.  With this, they have a better idea of where to 141 
spend money and what the priorities are for 2016.  The Finance Committee needs to 142 
reexamine the CRRRF account by going through the items and prioritizing.  143 
Revenue generating items will come first.  The rest will be put on hold until further 144 
direction is obtained from the BOD. 145 

v. MD felt the LRPC could assist in getting this feedback from the community. 146 
vi. MD stated that the Association’s job is to maintain the assets, ensuring the survival 147 

of the assets of the corporation.  The issue is that there is no operating money to do 148 
this with.  He estimated it would take the LRPC a year or two to come up with a 149 
plan for where SV wants to be in 3, 5, or 10 years.  He asked the Finance 150 
Committee to send a message to the LRPC requesting what they believe are the two 151 
highest-priority projects aside from Roads.  The idea is that the LRPC would 152 
approach staff with this information, staff would subsequently generate a plan, that 153 
plan would then go through the Finance Committee for concurrence, and finally to 154 
the Board for approval. 155 

vii. General consensus from the Committee is that both value and risk need to be 156 
considered.   157 

viii. Reserve plan trends show Sudden Valley is going upside down in reserve and in 158 
spending.  Quality of mortgages issued are determined by the health of the HOA.  If 159 
Sudden Valley continues to trend this way, it will become a sub-prime lending 160 
location.  Primary responsibility is to look at the Reserve Plan and look at the 161 
consequences. 162 

ix. James did not feel the LRPC is equipped to do this function yet.  He suggested 163 
going to the Board directly as the LRPC does not yet have an apparatus to collect 164 
data. 165 

x. MD asked for permission to follow up on CRRRF to pare down for revenue-based 166 
items to bring to the Board in January.  Furthermore, to generate Committee & staff 167 
priorities for what 2016 will look like. 168 

ACTION ITEM:  The Finance Committee is to ask the Board for their top two priorities for 169 
capital projects.  170 
MOTION:  Pug moved the Finance Committee take action on these items.  Director Ashby 171 
seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.  172 
ACTION ITEM:  Managing Director will return to the Finance Committee in January with this 173 
list. 174 

b. Tall Shed Demolition 175 
i. MD explained that he had gotten permission from the Board to demolish the tall 176 

shed’s overhang roof that is caving in. 177 
ii. MD will come in to next Finance Committee meeting with capital request to fix this 178 

roof inexpensively rather than going through the process to get permission from the 179 
County to demolish it. 180 

iii. He estimated the cost will be under $10,000.  The item is not on the list as a capital 181 
project right now, so it’s a point of interest for the Finance Committee.  MD asked 182 
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for insight from the Finance Committee as to whether they should refurbish or 183 
demolish. 184 

iv. The general consensus of the Finance Committee was that the shed should be 185 
refurbished. 186 

VIII. MEMBER QUESTIONS AND COMMENTS 187 

a. A member handed out an attachment and asked questions about the data in UDR.  The MD 188 

requested the member send an email or written request regarding the questions she had.  189 

The MD will review the questions with the Accounting Manager and report back to the 190 

Finance Committee and member at the next FC meeting. 191 

b. A member commented on the guidelines for FEMA eligibility.  Also commented on 192 

examining the allocation of funds to go into UDR from collections and also asked a 193 

question about the proposed collections agency.  194 

 195 

IX. CLOSE 196 

MOTION:  Jack Levine moved to adjourn the meeting.  James Rorabaugh seconded the motion and 197 
the meeting was adjourned at 8:02 p.m. 198 

 199 


